
Rhetorical Devices Project 
Due Wednesday, January 16, 2019 

  
Option #1: Analyze the use of rhetorical devices in song lyrics.  

Step 1: Locate the lyrics of a school appropriate song that contains at least 3 rhetorical 
devices.  
Step 2: Either print the song lyrics or copy and paste the song lyrics into a GoogleDoc.  
Step 3: Highlight or underline the rhetorical devices used in the song.  
Step 4: Underneath the lyrics (if typing in a GoogleDoc) or on a separate sheet of 
paper*  complete an analysis of each rhetorical device:  

 First, identify and label what type of rhetorical device is being used.  
 Next, explain the literal/figurative meaning of the rhetorical device as it is used in 

the song.  
 Finally, explain the effect the rhetorical device creates in the song (e.g. it 

enhances the mood or tone, helps to keep the rhyme scheme, adds imagery, etc.) 
*If you are writing your analysis by hand, please write as neatly as possible and in pen 
(blue, black, or purple ink).  

 

Option #2: Write a song using rhetorical devices.  
Step 1: Come up with a school appropriate topic for your song.  
Step 2: Use the song-writing worksheet to brainstorm for the verses, chorus, and bridge 
of your song.  
Step 3: Write out the lyrics* of your song, including at least 3 types of rhetorical devices. 
You may either neatly hand-write your lyrics in pen (blue, black, or purple ink) or type 
your lyrics in GoogleDocs.  
Step 4: Highlight or underline the rhetorical devices you used and label what type of 
devices they are.  
Step 5: Underneath the lyrics (if typing in a GoogleDoc) or on a separate sheet of paper, 
explain the meaning of your rhetorical devices (if necessary) and the effect you hoped to 
achieve by using the devices (e.g. to create a certain mood/tone, help keep the rhyme 
scheme, add imagery, etc.). Do you think you achieved the effect you intended? 
*Lyrics MUST be school appropriate.  

 
Extra Credit Opportunity  

Present your project to the class; you may either play the song and explain the rhetorical devices 
used in its lyrics, or sing (or record and play) your original song for the class.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Grading Scale 

Song Analysis  Original Song  

A- highly proficient  
 The student identified at least 3 examples of 

rhetorical devices used in the song.  
 The rhetorical devices are correctly labelled and 

are explained thoroughly.  
 The student’s analysis of the rhetorical devices’ 

meanings and effect in the song is insightful 
and justifiable within the context of the song. 

 The student’s work is neat and legible.  
 The student’s work is turned in on time.  

 
B- proficient  

 The student identified 3 examples of rhetorical 
devices used in the song. 

 The rhetorical devices are correctly labelled and 
are explained adequately.  

 The student’s analysis of the rhetorical devices’ 
meanings and effect in the song is adequate and 
mostly justifiable within the context of the 
song.  

 The student’s work is mostly neat and legible.  
 The student’s work is turned in on time.  

 
C- partially proficient  

 The student identified 2-3 examples of 
rhetorical devices used in the song.  

 The rhetorical devices are mostly  labelled 
correctly (⅔) and are somewhat explained.  

 The student’s analysis of the rhetorical devices’ 
meaning and effect is either incomplete, 
inadequate, or not justifiable within the context 
of the song.  

 The student’s work may not be neat or legible.  
 The student’s work is turned in on time.  

 
D/F- minimally proficient  

 The student identified 1-2 examples of 
rhetorical devices used in the song.  

 The rhetorical devices are either not labelled or 
labelled incorrectly.  

 The student’s analysis is  incomplete, 
inadequate, and/or not justifiable within the 
context of the song.  

 The student’s work is not neat or legible.  
 The student’s work is not turned in on time.  

A- highly proficient  
 Student used at least 3 different types  of 

rhetorical devices in their song lyrics.  
 The rhetorical devices are correctly used and 

labelled.  
 The student thoroughly explained what their 

devices meant and what effect they hoped to 
achieve by including the rhetorical devices.  

 The student’s work is neat and legible.  
 The student’s work is turned in on time.  

 
B- proficient  

 Student used 3 different types of rhetorical 
devices in their song lyrics.  

 The rhetorical devices are correctly used and 
labelled.  

 The student adequately explained what their 
devices mean and what effect they hoped to 
achieve by including the rhetorical devices.  

 The student’s work is neat and legible.  
 The student’s work is turned in on time.  

 
C- partially proficient  

 Student used 2-3 different types of rhetorical 
devices in their song lyrics.  

 The rhetorical devices are mostly  labelled 
correctly (⅔) and are somewhat used 
correctly.  

 The student somewhat explained what their 
devices mean and what they effect they 
hoped to achieve by including the rhetorical 
devices.  

 The students work may not be neat or 
legible.  

 The student’s work is turned  in on time.  
 
D/F-  

 The student used 1-2 different types of 
rhetorical devices in their song lyrics.  

 The rhetorical devices are either not labelled 
or labelled incorrectly.  

 The student inadequately explained what 
their devices mean and what effect they 
hoped to achieve by including their rhetorical 
devices.  

 The students work may not be neat or 
legible.  

 The student’s work is not turned  in on time.  

  
 


